
The space
where tech grows



42DM: a growth marketing crew for tech 
companies & established startups

FOUNDED IN

2015
by digital marketing 

geeks

TEAM OF

50
professionals

MORE THAN

250
successful projects



As a growth marketing team that thinks beyond borders, 
we help tech companies unlock their scalability
and find their perfect customer match via value-driven 
omnichannel communication.

Our mission



Key services 
Choose your marketing booster for faster growth:

Digital Marketing Strategy SEO & Linkbuilding 

Email marketing & Marketing automation

Paid Advertising

Marketing data analytics & Dashboards

Content & Inbound marketing

SMM

Content creation & Distribution

PR & Influencer marketing 

Design



28 people

Revenue growth 
+100%

Our scaling is integral to the growth of our clients

42DM growth in 2020-2021 & 2022 goals:

2019 2020 2021

35 people

Revenue growth 
+80%

50 people

Revenue growth +70

80 people
(54 now)

Revenue growth 
+60%

2022



42DM: plans for 2022

Opening a fully operational 
office in the US and in 
Portugal

2 3

42DM Uni - online digital 
marketing school for tech 
marketers

42DM knowledge 
management system

Marketing data analytics & 
dashboard development

Omnichannel account-based 
marketing

Marketing automation 
(extension to SalesForce)

Branding

Video marketing

1 New services New offices New projects



How we work?
ISTAS framework

After managing 250+ successful 
projects, we have accumulated 
experience in a tailored 5-step 
growth marketing approach that 
helps our clients to scale their 
businesses & reach their goals.

Successful growth marketing by 42DM 
combines the best of both worlds:
traditional marketing & advertising 
consulting + agile marketing.



ISTAS: 42DM tailored framework

This is the foundation of 
your marketing plan. We 
form relevant targets and 
KPIs, craft communication 
ideas, and draw up 
evidence-based marketing 
hypotheses to test. 

At this point, we set up 
analytics systems & 
dashboards, bring together 
all relevant marketing tools, 
and establish interaction 
between all your channels.

We choose a shortlist of 
marketing hypotheses 
based on all our strategic 
research and validate them 
through the launching of 
test campaigns.

Together with you, we 
conduct an in-depth and 
detailed analysis of our 
work and adjust your 
strategy, relying on the data 
and results from test 
campaigns.

It's time to scale. We form 
your final 42DM team and 
plan your next steps for 
future growth.

Ideation1 Setup2 Testing3 Analysis4 Scaling5



ISTAS: 42DM tailored framework

Ideation1 Setup2 Testing3 Analysis4 Scaling5

Dedicated PM/Digital marketer
Strategy

Growth & Creative
Analytics

1-3 months

Dedicated PM/Digital marketer
Growth & Creative supervision

Strategy (supervision)
Delivery team

4-8 months

Dedicated 
team

Ongoing



Who we work with
Industries & Reviews



Verticals: successful projects

IT Consulting

Mobile App

Marketplaces

Blockchain & 
Crypto

SaaS

Online education

Fintech

Gaming

Travel

19

16

20

50

19

21

20

10

8



Key clients
POOL

(25 active clients in total)



References

Payoneer is at the beating heart of the new global 
economy, helping to imagine, engineer, and 
inspire the future of commerce with universal 
opportunities. 42DM is our partner in spreading 
this message, and we have reached millions in 
Ukraine. They are competent, efficient and 
proactive in all PR activities related to Payoneer. 
We appreciate all the efforts of the 42DM team 
very much, and we're glad to share our success 
with the agency.

Notiv has been very pleased with 42DM as our 
digital marketing partner. We were impressed 
by how quickly they understood our business, 
target market, and buyer personas. This 
allowed them to create a comprehensive 
roadmap that has increased brand awareness 
and dramatically increased paid and organic 
traffic. All our requests were promptly 
addressed, and they communicated clearly and 
efficiently. 42DMʼs dedicated team is a pleasure 
to work with, and I recommend them highly.

I can confidently say that 42DM and I have 
developed a great relationship over the course of 
our cooperation. Their specialists have a great 
understanding of blockchain, and can proficiently 
work within this space without my 
micromanagement. Their data driven approach, 
high-quality content creation, and detailed 
reporting, means that they can plan and deliver 
great results.

Igor Kovalov 
Country Manager for Ukraine and Belarus, 

Fintech SaaS

Igor Stadnyk 
CEO Europe, Blockchain SaaS

Richard Tasker 
Australia, AI meeting assistant, SaaS



Why Clients choose us?

Focus on
tech

Long-term
commitment

Full
ownership

Strategic
mindset

Growth without a 
talent gap

Think and act as it 
is our own 
business

250 successful 
tech projects

Ideation in focus 
with ISTAS



We are recognized by leading partners
PARTNERS



Success story

SaaS
(Software as a Service)



1000%
To win “top-of-mind” we decided to focus 
on winning the search battlefield. This 
means getting in the top-10 searches on 
Google for people who are looking for a 
pdf-editor, convert the audience with 
engaging content & nurture them to paid 
customers with both great product 
related content & commercial offers.

We developed a comprehensive growth 
marketing strategy which included 
content marketing, SEO & blogging, SMM 
on LinkedIn, lead generation via PPC 
campaigns (paid search in Google, bing, 
and LinkedIn), and email marketing to 
nurture the leads, closing them via 
special offers. 

B2B & B2C. SaaS. PDF editor. 
North America

Lumin PDF is an online document 
management and editing platform. 
The company wanted to develop a 
growth marketing strategy that would 
help them to expand their business, 
build brand awareness, and grow 
relevant organic traffic. 

Goal:
Become a top-of-mind PDF tool both 
for businesses, education & 
individuals. 

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

RESULTS

non-branded organic traffic growth in 1 
year

position for High Volume Keywords
TOP 5

increase in signups in 1 year
176%

50%
increase in paid customer conversion



300%
3-step solution: 

1. Build clear positioning to differentiate 
from competitors by aligning all the 
essential digital assets (website 
development, case studies, blog articles, 
social media pages). 

2. Grow brand awareness and promotion 
campaigns in LinkedIn and Google 
Search.

3. Develop an efficient inbound 
marketing model that covers all funnel 
stages and brings leads even when paid 
ads are not run.

Enterprise SaaS. Supply chain 
automation. USA

Agistix is a global supply chain 
visibility, execution, and event 
management platform. It provides 
shippers, suppliers, and carriers with 
a place to see all shipments across all 
carriers.

Challenges:
– High competition within a very 
narrow market niche;
– Low readiness for digital promotion: 
just a one page website;
– Limited budget for marketing and 
paid promotion activities.

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

RESULTS

total traffic growth in 1 year

LinkedIn lead magnet campaign results

$22 / lead

From the blog during the last 3 months

15+ leads



Weʼve developed a comprehensive 
content marketing strategy which 
included On-page/Offpage SEO, 
Pillar page development,  Lead 
generation via PPC campaigns 
(Paid Search in Google and Bing & 
LinkedIn), and email marketing to 
nurture the leads & close them via 
special offers. 

Enterprise SaaS. Cloud 
compliance automation. USA 

Dash Compliance platform 
enables security teams to 
configure, monitor, and maintain 
security compliance in the public 
cloud.

Goal:
Company wanted to develop a 
content marketing strategy that 
would help them to grow and 
expand their business,  build 
brand awareness, and grow 
relevant organic  traffic. 

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

RESULTS

total traffic grew in 1.5 years
112%

relevant keywords in top-10 in the US
100+

optimization of cost of lead in PPC
50%



We build a comprehensive growth 
marketing strategy and suggested 
the company  to go beyond their 
category to the territory of making 
business conversation more 
meaningful.

Grew share of organic traffic to 
balance the acquisition cost.

Focused on data & paid customers 
acquisition in performance 
marketing. 

B2B SaaS. Note-taking app. USA

Notiv (now Notes by Dubber) is an 
AI-driven Notetaker to record, 
transcribe and summarize your 
meetings.  

Key challenges:

● low readiness for a digital 
marketing promotion

● high cost of paid customer 
acquisition

● low conversion from 
registered accounts to paid 
customers

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

RESULTS

organic traffic growth 
300%

conversion rate  
16.6%

Product of the Day on Product Hunt 
#1



42DM dream team



Agency
structure



Kate Vasylenko

Kate is a digital-savvy geek, marketing expert, and keynote speaker 
with an MSc in Applied Math and Marketing. She has 17 years of 
successful experience in marketing, advertising, and digital 
communications. She has worked with some of the leading global 
brands like Microsoft, Visa, Samsung, Vodafone, Coca-Cola, and many 
more.

CEO & Co-Founder

17 years of successful experience in advertising
12 years in marketing
6 years in digital communications
4 years in promoting startups and tech companies

EXPERIENCE



COO & Co-Founder

20+ years in Marketing, Advertising and Media
8 years in Digital Communications

Roman Shykhutsky

Roman is an expert in digital strategy, integrated marketing, e-commerce 
as well as strategic management. With over 20 years of experience in 
marketing, Roman has a proven track record with the worldʼs biggest 
brands such as McDonaldʼs, Nestle, Pepsico, Philips, Hewlett Packard, and 
AsusTek. 

EXPERIENCE



Yuliya Svintozelska

Yuliya is an experienced marketer who uses her skills to drive clientsʼ 
success. She started her career in traditional marketing and moved to 
digital 7 years ago. She is experienced in various areas of marketing 
and industries including both B2B and B2C projects. The main goal of 
her work is quality delivery for the customer, and smooth, efficient 
cooperation.

Customer Success Officer

EXPERIENCE

14+ years of experience in marketing and customer service
7 years in digital communications



Alex Charkin

Alex is a skillful business-oriented digital marketer with a consulting 
background and experience in leading teams of professionals. In 
2021, he had 14+ successful projects in B2B, SaaS, Apps, D2C, and 
Service verticals from 7 countries (US, UK, AU, DE, UAE, NZ, UA)

Head of Strategy Department

EXPERIENCE

7+ years of experience in marketing including advertising, branding, 
research, content creation & lead nurturing



Dmitry Karachan

Dmitry is experienced in managing content production for 
entertainment, blockchain, and tech companies. He develops and 
oversees an integrated content strategy that encompasses channel 
selection and focus, editorial governance, and metrics to be applied 
and aligned with the businessʼs overall objectives.

Head of Content

EXPERIENCE

7+ years of experience in Content Marketing for technology companies



Galyna Golitsyna

Galyna is a proficient SEO specialist  with experience in large 
e-commerce projects such as Delticom AG shops as well as niche B2B 
and B2C sites. Galyna is fluent in Swedish and successfully developed 
SEO and Content strategies for Swedish and Norwegian geolocations, 
as well as for American and European markets.

Head of SEO Department

EXPERIENCE

5+ years of experience in SEO, SERM and Content Marketing.



Tomas Gruzdys

Tomas is a proficient art/creative director who gained expertise by 
working with a wide range of  global brands and public sector clients 
including Contemporary Art Center, Save The Children, Nordea Bank, 
Nokia, Mondelez, Danone, Shell, Bayer AG, Nivea, Avon, Philip Morris, 
life :) and many more.

Head of Design

EXPERIENCE

20+ years of experience in Art Direction, Graphic Design, Brand Identity,
UX / UI and Interactive Advertising



Denis Pavlovsky

A self-made digital growth expert whose achievements in various 
tech companies speak to his dedication and creativity. Denis 
successfully developed and implemented data-driven growth 
strategies within different markets and industries, specializing in ABM 
(Account-Based Marketing), Multi-Channel Funnels, Deep Analytics, 
Lead Generation, and Marketing Automation.

Head of Analytics

EXPERIENCE

11+ years of successful experience in promoting and growing tech 
companies



Mariia Polishchuk

Mariia is an accomplished marketing and business development 
professional with experience in B2B, Fintech, SaaS, Games, IT 
Consulting, Online Education, Healthcare, Mobile Apps, and 
E-commerce. Mariia works with customers globally in Europe, the 
USA, Australia, and Singapore.

Head of Business Development

EXPERIENCE

5+ years of experience  in marketing, customer service, account 
management, and operations.



- 42DM tech stack
- digital marketing strategy sample
- design examples

Appendix 



42DM
Tech Stack



Tools we use
MARKET COMPETITORS

BUYER PERSONAS 
RESEARCH

KEYWORDS & CONTENT 
FIELDPERFORMANCE AUDIT

https://www.hubspot.com/make-my-persona?utm_source=mktg-resources


42DM Digital 
Marketing 
Strategy 
example



Digital Marketing Strategy sample slides

See full 
sample 
here →



Branding, web 
design and UX 
success stories



Art direction
and web design



Web design and 
complete Identity Kit



UI design and UX solutions



Whitepaper, web and marketing 
campaign content design



Thank you!

Maria will discuss your business 
needs, goals, and expectations with 
you.

https://hubs.ly/H0xv6Ns0
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariia-polishchuk/
mailto:mariia.polishchuk@42dm.net

